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Abstract
Discussions between data analysts and colleagues or clients with no statistical background are difficult, as the analyst often has
to teach and explain their statistical and domain knowledge. We investigate work practices of data analysts who collaborate
with non-experts, and report findings regarding types of analysis, collaboration and availability of data. Based on these, we have
created a tool to enhance collaboration between data analysts and their clients in the initial stages of the analytical process.
Sketching time series data allows analysts to discuss expectations for later analysis. We propose function composition rather
than freehand sketching, in order to structure the analyst-client conversation by independently expressing expected features in
the data. We evaluate the usability of our prototype through two small studies, and report on user feedback for future iterations.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—
Interaction styles

1. Introduction
Information visualisation and visual analytics would be much easier if only those who ask for visualisations were more explicit in the
analytical requests they make. In practice, they are not, primarily
because they are not themselves trained as statisticians or analysts.
As a result, the day-to-day work of many professional analysts involves clarifying statistical concepts and helping customers to formulate hypotheses. For example, Kandel et al. observe that analysts
have to translate high-level business questions into low-level analysis tasks, and that the process is error prone [KPHH12]. Collaboration between data analysts and their clients could be enhanced
with visualisation tools to help such knowledge sharing [HA07]
and sensemaking [PC05].
Interviews with data analysts suggest that they often discuss hypotheses with their clients before data is collected. We consider
sketching as a strategy for supporting this discussion. Moving beyond traditional pen on paper drawing, our goal is to structure
the conversation around expected trends. We draw on the Automatic Statistician approach [DLG⇤ 13], using function composition
to support structured sketches of time series data. We chose time
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series visualisation as our interviews suggest it to be one of the
most used types of data that analysts work with.
We follow a user-centred design approach as used in the visual languages community, similar to the design study methodology used in information visualisation research [SMM12].
2. Interviews with data analysts
In order to understand more about how data analysts communicate with people requesting analysis work, we conducted semistructured interviews with four professional data analysts working for BT. Each interview was structured around a recent job
done by that analyst, taking into account its typicality, collaboration with other people, software used, iteration cycles, final result
(e.g. a chart, a spreadsheet) and its intended use. Two of the analysts
worked with collocated colleagues, and two received assignments
via phone calls and email from people in other locations. We used
Thematic Analysis [BC06] to develop codes and identify themes.
2.1. Results
Types of analyses
Analysts identified several distinct types of request: Data request:
The analyst is asked only to gather the data and send it to the requester without further analysis; Insight request: The analyst is
asked to investigate a hypothesis (e.g. "can you look at the data
and see if that’s the actual case" - P4); and Model request: The
analyst is asked to build a model (a spreadsheet or set of visualisations), to be used by the requester for further analysis (e.g. "we
want a model, can you build a model and give us that" - P3).
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Questions need to be clarified before analysis
Analysts reported that they often need a conversation with the requester after receiving an email from them in order to clarify and
fill in missing details of their high-level question ("So when I get
something like that it will usually be let’s have a look at it, let’s
think about where the gaps are, got to list all the gaps, all of the
things that I need answered now, then ask that question, get the information that I actually need to finish it off", P3). In guiding the
client to refine a question, the analyst is sharing domain and statistical knowledge. Even when the analyst has a good intuition of what
is asked for, they still like to double check the requirement ("Most
often it’s a quick call saying «is this exactly what you’re after, do
you need this, this and this and this?»", P4).
Data is not always readily available
Analysts often don’t have the data needed to answer a request at
the time it is made, or during the clarification discussion. Because
data is spread across many tables, different users and teams, there
are overheads in finding the right data to start analysis. As noted by
P4 "there is no set of rules, no strict process" about who to contact.
Analysts usually create their own databases before they can start
work, but this involves obtaining permission to access it, cleaning
it, dealing with missing data, and adjusting the schema - whether
"the model of the data is in the right format" (P1).
The above three key insights into the work practices of data analysts suggest that the clarification call between the analyst and their
client could be addressed by a system that allows them to discuss
hypotheses in the absence of data. In the remainder of this paper,
we discuss a prototype which uses sketching as a strategy for supporting this conversation. We further focus our design on sketching
time series data, as we observed from the interviews that much of
the data that analysts worked with was time series.
3. Related work
In the context of information visualisation, sketching has been explored in several ways. First, sketching can refer to annotating:
writing on, or marking up, a visualisation [WLJ⇤ 12]. For example, SketchVis [BLC⇤ 11] allows users to annotate a visualisation
through hand-drawn sketches. Secondly, sketching can describe
gesture-based interfaces used to create and modify visualisations
[Cha10, KH15], or to query a larger dataset by sketching the required graph [Wat01] or defining visual constraints [RLL⇤ 05]. Finally, sketchy rendering styles can be used to represent uncertainty
in a visualisation [BBIF12].
We use the term sketching in the last two senses: creating and
modifying a visualisation, as well as suggesting that the data is uncertain. Our approach is also related to data generation tools (e.g.
DBGen [dbg] and DBSynth [RDFS15]), which create data tables
given a set of column descriptions. However, in our own prototype,
it is direct manipulation of the visualisation itself that is the main
focus, rather than generating further data.
4. Prototype for sketching data visualisations
We have built a prototype tool allowing data analysts to sketch a
time series, and modify it in a conversation structured by analytic
hypotheses. The goal is to bridge the gap between analysts and
clients without a statistical background, by providing an interactive

visualisation that helps the analyst share their domain knowledge
and clarify analytic questions. It has been implemented as a web
application, using the Dart language and SVG visual rendering.
4.1. The time series chart
The central area in Figure 1(A) represents a time series defined by a
set of component functions. We draw on recent probabilistic modelling approaches in which a grammar of base kernels (covariance
functions) is added and/or multiplied to model a complex dataset,
automatically searching the space of composite kernels for one that
best fits the data [DLG⇤ 13, LDG⇤ 14]. We reverse this principle to
take a human-centric perspective. Instead of automatically searching for a set of kernels to describe a known dataset, we observe that
if the user has an idea about expected features, synthetic data can
be generated by composing base kernels.
Our motivation for this approach is twofold. First, users can interact with each kernel function independently, adjusting specific
aspects of the time series. Second, constraining the interaction to
a known set of functions allows users to focus on mathematical
properties of the visualisation when drawing and discussing it. In
contrast to sketching a line on paper, function composition adds hypothesis semantics to the visualisation. Modifying one function has
no effect on the others. For example, a linear function with a positive slope might relate to an underlying linear trend. This semantic
element should still be available for discussion or adjustment after
it has been composed, for example, with a periodic function representing daily or weekly oscillation in the measured value. This
allows the analyst to adjust features of the data without having to
redraw the entire visualisation.
Through additive composition of the base kernels, the user visually constructs a function f (x) = Âk2K k(x), where K is the set
of user-selected kernel functions. This function could be rendered
precisely as a line graph. However, precise rendering suffers from
the effect that users become fixated on manipulating the parameters
of the kernel functions in order to achieve an exact trend. To avoid
this problem, and to reinforce that the sketch is a provisional, transient conversational aid, we instead render a ‘noisy’ scatterplot of
the function. We choose N equally-spaced x coordinates. For each x
coordinate, we render a point on the scatterplot whose y-coordinate
is chosen from the Gaussian distribution having f (x) as its mean
and a constant variance. Points are rendered as hand-drawn crosses
to emphasise uncertainty [WII⇤ 12].
4.2. The tool panel
The left panel of Figure 1(B) presents functions and annotations
that can be dragged onto the time series. The functions were selected from the grammar of kernels used by the Automatic Statistician [DLG⇤ 13, LDG⇤ 14]. The annotations were selected from the
list of sketch-marks compiled by Eppler and Pfister [EP10]. These
are intended to support informal recording of issues to be addressed
in later data analysis, and also to externalize implicit expectations
for the data [CGS⇤ 05].
4.3. Function editor
Every kernel function can be modified independently through
two types of controls (Figure 1(C)). Two controls on the x axis
(coloured in blue) specify the time range over which the function
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Figure 1: The SelfRaisingData prototype with the main components highlighted. (A) The time series chart with the fictional data points
generated around the shape described through function composition, as presented in Section 4.1. (B) The tool panel containing functions
and annotations (Section 4.2). (C) The function editor allows interactive modification of the mathematical parameters of the function and the
time range for which it applies, as discussed in Section 4.3. (D) The time axis range selector (see Section 4.4). (E) Graphical history using a
comic strip metaphor allows branching and visualising previous states (see Section 4.5).
metaphor [KF92, NC14, ZBER15]. We took into account previous
work on interactive histories in information visualisation systems
[HMSA08], for example supporting branches.
4.6. Multiple users
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: The controls for the squared exponential function (or
Gaussian function), with the range controls shown in blue, and the
function parametric controls in green. (a) shows the function with
a small width. (b) and (c) are the result of dragging the control for
the width towards the right, resulting in a wider bell-shaped curve.
applies. Further, each type of kernel also has specific mathematical
parameters. For example, for the squared exponential function, the
controls are the height, the centre and the width (see Figure 2).
4.4. Time axis
Adjustment of the time axis is done by selecting the desired interval
from the range underneath the chart Figure 1(D). This interaction
has been used in a variety of applications that deal with range selection [mov, imo, tab, pub].
4.5. History
The history at the bottom of the display Figure 1(E) provides a
graphical record of the analysis conversation using the comic strip
c 2016 The Author(s)
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In order to support clarification conversations during remote collaboration as described in Section 2.1, we provide two views of the
tool. The analyst view allows full editing functionality of kernel
functions and their parameters, while the requester view supports
visual annotations for feedback to the analyst. The two views are
accessed via different URLs, implemented by transferring changed
DOM elements through an App Engine Memcache instance [mem].
5. Usability evaluation study
We conducted two user studies to evaluate the tool, with a design
iteration between the two studies. We used mailing lists and social
media to recruit 6 participants for each study, selected to have technical background representative of data analysts. All participants
had undergraduate level knowledge of mathematics, some experience with statistical tools like Excel, R or Matlab, and an academic
background in Computer Science. Ten participants were enrolled as
graduate students, one was a recent graduate, while one had more
than 10 years of experience in professional visual analytics.
We began each session by describing the tool and the context in
which it can be used, after which we let the participants explore the
tool for a few minutes. The participants were then given a set of 4
tasks, each describing a visualisation to be sketched, for example:
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Create a visualisation for the traffic load of a broadband
line from the beginning of 2014 until the end of 2015.
The traffic load is constant for the first half of 2014, but
afterwards it slowly increases linearly. Also, in the repair
period January – April 2015 there was little traffic load.
Participants were asked to think aloud as they were performing
the tasks, followed by an interview addressing their overall experience, as well as individual components of the interface. The session
lasted 30-90 minutes.
Results from the first study showed that the interface was easy
to learn and that function composition was considered "intuitive"
(P3). All participants finished all the tasks and were able to understand what each function does, as well as how each parameter
control changes the underlying function. The response to the ability to edit each function independently was positive and they found
it "easier to work with [and] to understand" (P6). However, some
participants mentioned that when composing many functions it can
be difficult to see the individual components in the final visualisation. In such cases, they also found adjusting the time range of a
function somewhat difficult, as the feedback from the movement of
the data points wasn’t sufficient to accurately indicate whether the
desired position on the x axis has been reached. The participants
found working in the function editor box somewhat "fiddly" (P2),
because they had to "judge what things are, based on what [they]
see" (P3). This led us to add slightly tighter coupling between the
function editor and the resulting visualisation, through a vertical
guideline on the chart when adjusting horizontal controls (see Figure 3).

few participants suggested that being able to adjust the variance of
the data point distribution would be useful, either as a way to show
the degree of accuracy of the function composition, or as a way to
make the visualisation more realistic, since different datasets have
different variations. These observations reflect our initial goal - to
create a tool that expresses sketchiness and imprecision.
Moreover, the participant with extensive experience in visual analytics commented on the usefulness of the tool in his work:
"One of the biggest challenges I have in communicating
to a client is to create dummy data to try and describe
what I’m expecting to see, so actually being able to manipulate the dataset like that is a really useful concept."
(P12)
This participant, who had no previous connection with the analysts we originally interviewed at BT, confirmed that time series
data is also very frequent in his company’s work, and that the beginning of each analytical project is similarly focused around clarifying analytical hypotheses with their clients, often using mock
visualisations. These comments are similar to the findings from the
initial interviews and they suggest that the system could be used
during the clarification call. However, a more rigorous evaluation
focused on the collaborative context and hypothesis refining is necessary in order to evaluate the usefulness of the tool in a real-world
context.
The qualitative think aloud method used in these studies focused
on user understanding, rather than task performance speed, and participants often paused whilst working on a task in order to offer
additional explanations or suggestions. However, we note that participants finished each task quickly, usually in a few minutes, indicating that the tool could potentially be applied in its current form
as a quick sketching tool.
6. Conclusion and future work

Figure 3: A grey vertical guideline is shown when dragging one of
the x axis controls of a function.
After fixing these issues, we ran the second study with a new
set of 6 participants. As in the first study, all participants were able
to use the tool quickly, describing it as "easy to use" (P11) and
"fairly intuitive"(P12). They understood the function composition
principles ("I liked being able to separate out the functions" - P8)
and mentioned that "being able to manipulate the dataset - that is
a really useful concept of the tool" (P12).
Whilst most participants understood that the goal of the system is
to sketch time series data (e.g. to "show some patterns by drawing"
- P10), some participants still wanted the tool to be more precise,
e.g.: "I think the data points, being kinda farther away from the
line served as a bit more of a distraction. I feel like it would be
handy to be able to manipulate the lines more precisely." (P8) A

This project set out to investigate ways of improving conversations
between data analysts and their customers. Informed by challenges
that we observed in the workflow of analysts, and using the principle that time series data can be modelled with composite kernels, we designed a prototype to support sketching of visualisations
through interactive function composition. Our tool is intended to be
used in a collaborative manner, for defining hypotheses and clarifying questions, before data is available for analysis.
One limitation of the current work is that we only evaluated its
usability properties. Whilst the results of both user studies were
encouraging, further development would benefit from more discussions and studies of data analysts. We are looking at testing the system in a business environment and studying how it would be used
in collaborative analytics practice. Another limitation of the current system is its focus on visualising time series as scatter charts,
a decision driven by our analyst interviews. The system could be
extended to support other chart types which can be sketched using
the function composition strategy, such as bar and line charts.
Future evaluation could include a comparison between our prototype and existing tools that allow creating synthetic data. A different research avenue would be better understanding the boundary
between precision and sketchiness, as raised by our user studies.
c 2016 The Author(s)
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